MY LOVES
& HATES

Actor Jerome Flynn, 54, returns as Bronn in
series 7 of HBO fantasy epic Game of Thrones.
He is single and lives in Pembrokeshire

On Simon Cowell: Up to 17 million viewers
tuned into ITV’s Soldier, Soldier. When
myself and Robson Green – who played
squaddies – sang Unchained Melody in
one episode, retailers were inundated
with requests for it. Simon, who was a
sales rep for Sony then, persuaded us to
release a single. It’s strongly rumoured
that we made him his first million! Simon
certainly knows how to sell pop songs.
On fame: It is very different from being
known as an actor to suddenly being
entrenched in pop culture. When our
single became the fastest selling single
of the 90s, we were catapulted into a
very different world. It was great fun
initially, like jumping on a Disney ride,
but at some point you want to get off.
On family: I’m very close to my family
and I’m an uncle to six wonderful kids,
ranging in age from a year to 29. I haven’t
got children of my own so these
relationships are precious to me.
Making a difference: I recently visited
Myanmar to highlight the work World
Vision UK is doing there to help former
child soldiers and sex trafficked girls.
Their stories were heartbreaking.
Jerome Flynn is an ambassador for
international aid agency, World Vision
UK. For more see: worldvision.org.uk

218 woman&home A BRAND NEW ATTITUDE

I’m actually quite reserved and
find it quite difficult if someone
who’s had a few drinks decides
to sing Unchained Melody to
me on a crowded train!

BUDGET AIRLINES Being rushed to
board a flight then made to wait in a tiny,
cramped stairwell for 20 minutes.

My loves…
THE SEA In the summer
I try to swim in the sea every
day, and I love body surfing.
There’s something about
immersing yourself in the
energy of the waves rather than standing
on a board on top of them – and it’s easier!
GAMES Our family loves playing games. It is a
great way to relax and laugh together but it can
also get very competitive! We play everything
from boules on the beach to Absolute Balderdash.
VEGAN FOOD Becoming a vegan has made
me really appreciate food. I fell in love with a
vegan at drama college. If I sat next to her with
a sausage she would growl at me; I showed
interest and she explained how most animals
are treated in the meat industry.

TECHNOLOGY
GLITCHES Losing an
email or something
I’ve spent ages writing
on the computer, or
struggling to get online
out in the sticks.
THE THREAT TO
OUR WILDLIFE
We’re losing
thousands of species
each year, almost
solely due to human
activity from our
farming habits
and the pollution
we cause. It’s the
biggest threat to the
planet and our future.

POSH CRISPS
The sweet chilli
and red pepper
flavour especially. If
somebody opens a
packet, I’m in trouble!

ANIMALS: I love the
connection you can
have with animals. I
was brought up with a
wonderfully eccentric
mum who was always
saving creatures. We
reared five fox cubs
and introduced them
back to the wild.
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On Game of Thrones: I had stepped away
from screen acting for about ten years when
I got the audition for Game of Thrones. My
agent persuaded me to go up for Bronn.

pet
My hates…
ˆ
BEING RECOGNISED

